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NxtPort
A short (and simple) 

introduction 



To solve problems

A company needs data

Some of that data is in 
their own control



Some of the missing data 
can be provided by their 
direct business partners

Yet, there remain gaps to 
complete the puzzle

Most companies have an 
idea on how to solve 

the problem.



Companies need data from other 
sources in the supply chain. 

Sources they often don’t have a 
commercial relationship with.

And these sources traditionally 
have different formats that 

won’t fit the company systems.



Company A
Company B

Company Y
Company Z

For more advanced multi-
stakeholder processes, a 
scattered truth (different 

versions of the puzzle) is not a 
favourable situation either



The NxtPort data-hubs provide a 
common data backbone with a 

single connection for all stakeholders 

Data from various stages of the 
supply chain is harmonized and 
chained to a single point of truth 

This allows collaboration between 
companies with shared dossiers and 

transparent audit trails



Not everyone gets to see the entire 
puzzle though we are making the entire 
puzzle on the data custodian platform.

You get access:
to the data elements that other data 
providers have given you access to

OR
to a subset of the puzzle depending 

your role within the collaborative 
process



Together.
Collaboration as a 

coalition of the willing



NxtPort’s Vision
To make our ports and the

related transport & logistics chain 
better, safer, more efficient

and more profitable…

& Mission
…by unlocking the potential of 

sharing, combining and applying 
existing DATA 

among the port’s players.



Data Custodian
Data Governance within control of data owners

Data & Solutions Marketplace
Monetisation of data allows new business models

Community Facilitator
Bringing together different stakeholders

Co-Creation Platform
Open innovation fosters efficiency in port operations

We are a trusted party. 
Thanks to our golden 

principles

Open for everyone, cost+ business model
Benefits (or value at stake) falls within the industry



through matchmaking and providing a common 
access point to all relevant data & apps

Government

Logistics Community
(direct & via associations)

Academic World

Think-tanks

Consultants

Technology 
Community

Incubators

Easily made interoperable 
with other initiatives / 
community systems to 

further increase 
community value

Co-MarketCo-Envision Co-Build



A look at some of the 
available assets on our 

marketplace



NAUTICAL

END 2 END VISIBILITY / PLANNING / EXECUTION

PORTHINTERLAND PORT HINTERLAND

Nautical

Port Cargo

B2G

Hinterland

E2E visibility

Nautical

Port Cargo

B2G

Hinterland

E2E visibility

B2GB2G

powered by NxtPort









Bulkchain
The break bulk data hub.



Reduce the administrative processes for all involved 

parties

Aim for a maximization of “Gainsharing” with a 

strong focus on cost reductions & transparency

Team-up a companies by creating a collaborative 

open environment

Reduce the barriers for datasharing by following 

the principles of the NxtPort data platform

Scope of the 
project



Forwarder / Shipper

Terminal

Shipping agent

Customs

Transport operators
(Multi modal)

Consignee

Insurance companies, 
surveyors, …

For who?



Low Entry Barrier > every involved party will be 

able to participate without development needs

Shared responsibility throughout the entire supply 

chain, starting with the consignor

Agile project approach to speed-up go-to-market

Not limited to Port of Antwerp. Any port interested 

in joining the port of the future is welcome

Open for developers to add additional functionality 

(eg booking/eBoL/cargo subscription…)Principles & guidelines



Harmonized message format for bulk or 

single orders, while using own references

User Interface for new subscribers and 

support means

Aligned cross-industry process definitions

Agreements about procedures and 

responsabilities (for POC)

API’s to create, push, add and retrieve 

informationAchievements so far



0% 100%

12/06/18
Project launch 

15/10/18
Start development

01/05/19
(Export) POC ready

01/10/18
First functional design

50%

15/01/19
Alpha version presented
to all stakeholders

07/10/19
Officially launched 
during Antwerp XL

22/05/19
Breakbulk Europe 

30/09/19
Export module finished

01/08/19
Start development
import module

01/12/19
Import module finished

01/02/20
Customs operational

Bulkchain timeline



Excited to join the 
port of the future?

Time for questions 

Or visit us at the Belgian 
pavilion for all info! 

www.nxtport.com


